COPPERHEAD KILLER BEERS
COPPERHEAD TASTING PADDLE No.1
$14 – First 5 beers listed 600ml in total

POT
285ml

SCH
425ml

PINT
570ml

JAPANESE RICE LAGER. 4.8%
7.50
11.00
13.00
Crafted with the precision demanded of the Japanese, this produces a clean refined beer with a
crisp finish and very little hop flavour, the addition of flaked rice in the mash gives a slight
creaminess to the texture. This delivers a very refreshing and thirst-quenching beer.

HAZY PALE ALE 5.5%

7.50

11.00

13.00

Low IBU (International Bittering Units) for easy drinking with a soft finish. Melon and ripe tropical
fruit burst on the palate, suggesting memories of summer holidays and tropical islands…….

STRAWBERRY & LIME SOUR 4.2%

8.50
12.00
14.00
A kettle sour refers to a beer soured in the brew kettle using lactobacillus to turn the sugars
into lactic acid before the fermentation process, giving it a nice tartness and dry finish.
We then add a generous amount of strawberry and limes to give a balanced combination of fruit
into the fermenter.

IRISH RED ALE 4.2%

7.00

10.00

12.00

Know for it’s unique malty taste and ruby red colour the history of the Irish Red Ale is hard to
trace but we do know that it was mentioned in an 8th century poem saying it was drunk in Dorind
Kerry, Ireland. This ale has a malt sweetness of toffee with a hint raisins coming from 3 barley
varieties, this give us a slightly higher bitterness with a mild berry finish from the English hops.

IPA 6.0%

8.00

11.50

13.50

True to an American IPA this beer has the classic characteristics of the Grapefruit, Pine and Citrus
in US hop varieties. With a malt bill supplying a well supporting backbone to compliment our hop
combination of Cascade, Centennial, Simcoe and Amarillo you will be singing Born in the USA in no
time.

COPPERHEAD TASTING PADDLE No.2
$14 – First 5 beers listed 600ml in total

POT
285ml

SCH
425ml

PINT
570ml

BELGIAN STRONG ALE 6.8%

8.50
12.00
14.00
Fruity and complex with spicy tones from the Belgian yeast. High in alcohol but drinking much
easier, this ale can be a little devil of a beer surprising you with wobbly legs after just a couple.

RED IPA: 6.0%

8.00

11.50

13.50

A hybrid of an American IPA and a Red Ale, the red factor gives the IPA a beautiful red colour and a
deeper toasted malt character. The tea like bitterness of the red malts sits comfortably alongside
the large amount of piney, citrusy and tropical hops.

BEERTINI GOSE’ 4.9%

7.00

10.00

12.00

Gose, pronounced (goes-uh) is a beer originating from Goslar, Germany. Traditionally presents
with a light tartness and a salty finish. We like to do things a little differently here so we infused
the beer with olives in brine giving the characteristic saltiness of the style, with the finish of a dirty
martini. The Beertini is born!

MILK STOUT 4.6%

7.50

11.00

13.00

Features the roasted characters that you would expect from a good stout but with the addition of
lactose that give a sweet, espresso flavour to the dark malts and provides a smoother, more
rounded finish.

RAUCHBIER 6.4%

7.50

11.00

13.00

Rauchbier (German for Smoke Beer) is a malty Lager using grain that has been smoked over Beech
wood to impart flavours and aromas reminiscent of campfires and smoked ham.

COPPERHEAD KILLER BEER
COPPERHEAD MID 3.5%

POT
6.50

SCH
9.50

PINT
11.50

It takes it roots from an English Pale Ale however uses only American hops that provide the
traditional earthy and spiciness of the English varieties except with an added grapefruit flavour.

GINGER BEER 3.8%

6.50

9.50

11.50

Brewed like a beer, we use the sugar in the malted barley as the base, creating a complex
character. The malt provides a rounded mouth feel with a mild peppery, ginger finish.

ORANGE BLOSSOM LAGER 5.0%

6.50

9.50

11.50

A complexed and unique beer that uses many techniques to produce a very refreshing beer.
Slightly tart from the kettle souring with hints of spice from the saison yeast, we then add
orange blossom for the wonderfully bright floral and citrus fragrance.

YUZU LAGER 4.8%

7.00

10.00

12.00

Yuzu is an East Asian citrus fruit that has tart grapefruit flavour with overtones of mandarin.
Matched with our lager it delivers a highly refreshing beer that highlights this wonderful fruit.

COOROY LAGER 4.8%

7.00

10.00

12.00

Less hoppy and bitter than a pilsner, our lager has a very light, white bready quality with very
little hop flavour. This delivers a very refreshing and thirst-quenching beer.

AMERICAN PALE ALE 5.0%

7.00

10.00

12.00

Made popular in the 1980, the American pale ale is a pimped up version of a traditional English
pale. A refreshing hoppy ale with sufficient supporting malt. The American hops produce a wonder
combination of citrus, floral and pine.

SMASH 4.8%

7.50

11.00

13.00

Single Malt And Single Hop beers are brewed to showcase the attributes of a new hop variety, with
a uncomplicted malt profile. This allows the hop characteristics shine through unimpeded. With
the Sequoia Hop used we are looking for hints of mango and sweet pineapple.

Honey Brown Lager 6.8%

8.00

11.50

13.50

A luscious dark brown with a deceptively light finsish. Brewed with unique, specialty malts and a
generous lashings of local honey.

OVEREEM WHISKEY BARREL AGED BEERS
BARREL AGED BROWN ALE 5.4%

640ml Bottle

20.00

Traditional American Brown Ale brewed with a beautiful aroma and flavour of rich caramel
matched with the orange characteristics of Amarillo hops. Its then Barrel Aged in a Tasmanian
whisky barrel that displays bourbon characteristics giving this brown ale a wonderful creamy
vanilla finish.

BARREL AGED IRISH RED ALE 4.5%

640ml Bottle

20.00

Known for it’s unique malty taste and ruby red colour the this ale has a malt sweetness of toffee
with a hint of dried fruit such as raisins coming from 3 barley varieties. Our version has slightly
higher bitterness than most but delivers a mild berry finish from the English Hop. We then Barrel
Aged this beer in a Tasmanian whisky cask that displayed bourbon characteristics giving a
wonderful creamy vanilla finish.

BARREL AGED IMPERIAL STOUT 8%

640ml Bottle

22.00

Originally brewed to withstand long journeys, the use of higher alcohol and more hops result in a
bold tasting beer with complex flavours. Aged in Tasmanian whisky barrels providing a delicious
hit of whisky that provides a warming sensation that pairs well with the dried fruit and roast
character of this big stout. Again aged in a Tasmanian whisky cask

